1. Apron 1 Rehabilitation-Complete
   - Complete with final project wrap up underway.
   - Movement areas in front of new hangars addressed.
   - Code C taxi-lane now in place on southern portion of the apron.
2. 12-30 Lighting and Electrical Work

- Entered into contract with Continental Power Inc.
- Work to commence August 10th.
- Expect closures of Runway 12-30 by NOTAM during construction and overlay work
- Completion following civil work anticipated end of October.
- Aeronautical Publications to be updated.
3. 12-30 Overlay and Taxi-lane Golf

- Delta in contract with Lafarge-Columbia Bitulithic.
- Work to commence from east to west on August 10th.
- Planned runway 12-30 closures and displaced threshold on 07-25 to be coordinated with electrical work.